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Present: Mark Isherwood MS - Chair (Senedd Cymru), Jane Hutt (Deputy Minister and Chief Whip 
- Senedd Cymru), Zoe Richards - Secretary (Learning Disability Wales), Paul Allchurch (Hafal), 
Melanie Andrews (Motor Neurone Disease Association), Adele Battaglia (Individual), Brett Bignall 
(Dewis Centre for Independent Living, Tracey Blockwell (Disability Advice Project), Dave Bracher 
(Spinal Injuries Association), Rebecca Brown (WNA), Margaret Buchanan Gedd (Blind Veterans), 
Adrian Burke (First Choice Housing Association), Diane Carter (Imputas Dance), Alex Chung 
(Legacy International Group), Lorraine Cosgrove (Versus Arthritis), Mark Davies (COS), Sian Davies 
(Mencap Cymru), Rhian Davies (Disability Wales), Lynn Delfosse (Wales Council for Deaf People, 
Ryland Doyle (Senedd Cymru), Sophie Dyment (MS Society Cymru), Irina Erchova (Cardiff 
University), Lyndon Evans (Senedd Cymru), Miranda Evans (Disability Wales), Delwyn Evans 
(Disability Wales), Ruth Fabby (Disability Arts Cymru), William Fawcett (Year), Pearl Findlay-Dykes 
(Individual), Mandi Glover (Disability Wales), Andrea Gordon (Guide Dogs Cymru), Maggies Hayes 
(Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council), Annette Hewitson (Wrexham County Council), 
Willow Holloway (Autistic Women's Empowerment Project), Lynne Hughes (MS Society Cymru), 
Denise Inger (Snap Cymru), Megan John (Disability Wales), Robin Johns (Individual), Peter Jones 
(Guide Dogs Cymru), Gary Jones (Wales Mobility and Driving Assessment Service), Petra Kennedy 
(Merthyr Tydfil Institute for the Blind), Cecilia Kenny (Individual), Nic Kinnaird (Individual), Grace 
Krause (Learning Disability Wales), Maureen Lee (First Choice Housing Association), George 
Lockett (Individual), Eryl Loring (Senedd Cymru), Jon Luxton (Senedd Cymru), Hilary Maclean 
(Maclean Realtime Text Ltd), Louise McGrath (Wales Council for Deaf People), Shelley McGuire 
(Newport Arthritis Support), Marg McNiel (See Around Britain), Terry Mills (Unite the Union), 
Hayley Morgan (Individual), Rhian Morgan (Individual), Sian Nicholas (Individual), Eric Owen 
(Flintshire Disability Forum), Nathan Owen (RNIB Cymru), Angharad Paget-Jones (Individual), 
Trevor Palmer (GL100 Services), Rebecca Phillips (Wales Council of the Blind - Minutes), Tessa 
Polniaszek (Thinking Diversity CIC), Joe Powell (All Wales People First), Angharad Price (Equality & 
Human Rights Commission), Sarah Rees (Senedd Cymru) Zoe Richards (Learning Disability Wales), 
Tricia Roberts (Flintshire Disability Forum), Karen Robson (Action on Hearing Loss), Simon Rose 
(Learning Disability Wales), Adele Rose-Morgan (Joining the Dots), Rebecca Rosenthal (Equality 
Carmarthenshire), April Sampson (NPTC Group Colleges), Carl Sauer (Individual), Kelly Stuart (All 
Wales People First), Alison Tarrant (Cardiff University), Jan Thomas (Flintshire Disability Forum), 
Erica Thomas (Individual), Megan Thomas (Disability Wales), Dylan Thomas (Individual), Bethan 
Thompson (Individual), Jan Underwood (UCU Wales), Folkert Veenstra (Accessibility Powys), Lara 
Warlow (Individual), Karen Warner (Learning Disability Wales), Amanda Wells (Individual), Vin 
West (Arfon Access Group), James Wilkinson (The Big Issue), Michelle Williams (All Wales People 
First), Gemma Williams (Flintshire Disability Forum), Kat Williams (Autistic UK), Mark Wilson (UCU 
Wales), Kate Young (All Wales Forum of Parents & Carers) 



Apologies: None. 
 
1. Welcome and introductions. 
 
The Chair welcomed the group and opened the meeting. 
 
2. PRESENTATIONS: Disabled People's Experiences During COVID-19. 
 
Andrea Gordon - Swansea 
 
Andrea spoke about the difficulties experienced by people with sight loss during the Covid-19 
pandemic. Social distancing is a particular problem and is creating anticipation and concern from 
people with sight loss as they start going out and about. Although there is no simple solution, 
Andrea is campaigning for the public to help by communicating verbally whenever possible and 
would like Welsh Government to support that message.  
 
Andrea has also identified an increase in vision impaired people feeling lonely and isolated and 
spoke about the looming crisis for people requiring support from a Rehabilitation Officer for the 
Vision Impaired. In Swansea, there is already a 12-month waiting list for an assessment and this is 
steadily increasing.  
 
In terms of the new measures being made to the built environment, Andrea emphasised the 
need to communicate with people with sight loss about the changes. Painted lines and arrows 
are not accessible to people with sight loss and with the opening of pubs and restaurants, seating 
areas on pavements will become a hazard for people unless they are surrounded by solid 
barriers, not cones or tape. Considerations are needed to avoid disabled people being the last 
out of lockdown.  
 
Sian Nicholas - Caerphilly 
 
Sian was pleased that the Welsh Government ensure the Ministers’ announcements at their 
Coronavirus Press Conferences use a BSL interpreter. However, she felt the messages from 
England and Wales on the BBC News were confusing. 
  
Sian also reported that public transport staff and other passengers have not been wearing masks, 
leaving her partner, who relies on public transport to get to work, feeling unsafe. 
 
As an employee at Tesco, Sian has felt very isolated at work since staff members have been 
wearing face masks. As a lip reader, she is unable to communicate with others during her break. 
Sian has also faced discrimination as a shopper - staff were unwilling to drop their mask to enable 
Sian to lip read and they have refused to write messages down on paper.  
 
Sian shared her experience with GP appointments and obtaining blood test results. As Sian's GP 



surgery has been closed, patients are required to order repeat prescriptions by phone. Due to 
Sian's hearing loss, she is unable to do this. She also reported that she had made two requests for 
a video appointment and on both occasions, the GP contacted them by audio telephone. The 
only solution was for her daughter to communicate with the GP, leaving Sian out of the process. 
In addition, Sian was also refused her blood test results over the phone when using TypeTalk, a 
legitimate relay service.  
 
Sian was pleased to report that she had received an excellent service at her local bank whereby 
staff were willing to lower their masks for her to lip read whilst adhering to the social distancing 
rules. 
 
Michelle Williams - Conwy 
 
As a member of Conwy Connect, Michelle reported that members of the group have felt very 
isolated and a general sense that they have been forgotten due to the lack of information 
received.  
 
Cecilia Penny- Wrexham 
 
Cecelia informed the group that she has not been shielding nor has she received any instruction 
to do so. However, she felt that the general public assumes all disabled people have been told to 
stay home. Cecelia uses a wheelchair and has an assistance dog. She has found going out and 
about more difficult because of the new measures. Cecelia also reported a reduction in the 
support she receives under the Direct Payment Scheme. She has, however, maintained good 
communication with Social Services. 
 
Adele Battaglia - Newport  
 
Adele is currently in the shielding group and feels the challenge will be bigger coming out of 
lockdown than going in. She would like Welsh Government to produce a plan to support those 
who are shielding to come out of lockdown. 
 
Adele has MS and normally receives treatment every 6 months to slow down the progression. 
However, due to the pandemic, the MS Unit has become a Covid-19 ward and treatment has 
been suspended. 
 
Although Adele is shielding, she can now go out for walks. However, in her area, there is no 
access to toilet facilities. She would urge councils to open disabled toilets, as a minimum.  
 
Adele raised an issue affecting some elderly and disabled people at supermarkets. Due to the 
current situation, queues can sometimes be longer than usual. Some people are unable to stand 
for long periods of time and Adele felt supermarkets should put some measures in place, such as 
providing chairs or priority access to the tills. 



3. Jane Hutt, Deputy Minister response to presentations. 
 
The Deputy Minister thanked all of the speakers for their contributions. 
 
JH acknowledged the huge challenges people are experiencing during the pandemic and 
emphasised the importance of working with disabled people and representative organisations, 
led by disabled people in order to make progress. JH reported that John Luxton, Specialist Policy 
Advisor for Welsh Government, is working with the Disability Equality Forum to produce a 
statement highlighting the impact of Covid-19 on disabled people. Case studies, testimonials and 
evidence from today's meeting will feed into the document. JH encouraged members to send 
their contributions to equalitybranch@gov.wales.  
 
JH reported, that the Disability Equality Forum have held five meetings since lockdown, with the 
last meeting featuring a presentation from the Deputy Chief Medical Officer about face 
coverings. As a result of this meeting, Public Health Wales is looking at distributing transparent 
face masks within the NHS and hope to do this as soon as possible. 
 
JH responded to the comments raised during the previous presentations.  
 
In response to Andrea's presentation, JH reflected on the difficulties people with sight loss have 
encountered in terms of social distancing. Welsh Government emphasised the need for local 
authorities to undertake Equality Impact Assessments and engage with disabled people. JH 
informed the group that, at a recent Third Sector Partnership Council meeting, Rhian Davies from 
Disability Wales suggested a local level disability forum as well as a national. JH supported this 
and encouraged the Cross Party Group to take the idea forward.    
 
JH acknowledged that any changes to the physical environment can be difficult for people with 
sight loss as routes become unfamiliar and unpredictable. She informed the group of the 
guidance produced by the Minister for Housing and Local Government, called, 'Creating Safer 
Public Places - Coronavirus'. JH also supported the suggestion of a 'Coronavirus Courtesy Code' 
and agreed to follow it up. JH stressed the importance of underpinning all that is happening with 
a commitment that the recovery does not have a negative impact on equality in Wales.  
 
Reflecting on Michelle's comments, JH acknowledged that people can feel isolated and cut off 
which can be the result of not getting access to accessible information. JH informed the group 
that Welsh Government now has an Accessible Communication group, which is working on such 
issues. JH will ask the group to involve Michelle.  
 
JH was pleased to hear that Cecelia has been able find out what is going on in terms of Social 
Services packages and how they are being implemented. JH added that Welsh Government has 
been monitoring the restrictions very carefully.  
 
In response to Sian's presentation, JH echoed her comments about the importance of BSL 



interpreters at Welsh Government press conferences. She added that the Welsh Government 
messages were the most important ones to watch as they set out the regulations and guidance 
for Wales. She also thanked Sian for sharing her concerns around working and shopping. JH will 
take her comments to Leslie Griffiths AM.  
 
JH was very concerned to hear about the issues experienced with the GP, adding that they should 
be doing video calls and responding to relay services. JH recognised that accessible 
communication groups need to look at accessible communications for health and social care, but 
also transport, work and shopping. The Wales TUC is involved in monitoring what is happening 
and JH will share the findings with them. 
 
JH thanked Adele for her presentation and for sharing important points about being shielded. JH 
suggested the Disability Equality Forum take on board Adele's comments regarding coming out of 
lockdown.  
 
In terms of public toilets, JH informed the group that each local authority have the discretion to 
open their toilets, parks and such like. However, she recognised the importance of looking at this 
and ensuring there is access back to the services that are needed.  
 
JH agreed that returning the MS Units and continuing with treatments is important and was sure 
that Senedd Members will be following this up.  
 
To conclude, JH thanked everyone involved in the meeting and reminded the group that they 
have every opportunity to influence the recovery. Welsh Government has a traffic light system to 
gradually ease Wales out of lockdown, ensuring there is a balance between caution and the need 
to enable people to see family and friends, and return to work. Welsh Government needs to 
deliver a recovery that meets the needs of people across Wales and equality has to be at the 
forefront. 
 
Contributions to the report can be sent to the Disability Equality Forum: 
equalitybranch@gov.wales 
 
4. Equality and Human Rights Commission response to presentations - Angharad Price. 
 
As the regulator of the Equality Act, Angharad gave an update on their work during the 
pandemic. This included: 
 

• Pushing to for Welsh Government publish Equality Impact Assessments on all their 
decision-making.  

• Wrote to Cardiff Council when they were making their decisions to the built environment 
to remind them of their obligations to carry out an Equality and Impact Assessment and to 
engage with disabled people's organisations around reasonable adjustments. Also working 



with the Welsh Local Government Association to send letters to all local authorities to 
remind them of their obligations. 

• Written to the British Retail Consortium. A law firm in England is dealing with around 400 
claims in relation to adjustments not being made by the major supermarkets.  

• Producing guidance for supermarkets, retail establishments and non-retail establishments 
about how they comply with the Equality Act and their obligations as service providers in 
relation to the new obligations around social distancing. 

• Produced their own employment guidance to ensure employers meet their obligations 
during the current situation and fed into Welsh Government's guidance for employers to 
remind them about risk assessments and their obligations to disabled employees. 

• They plan to increase advice to those who have suffered discrimination. The Equality and 
Advisory Support Service who offer support with discrimination claims has not received 
many calls from Wales. Further information is available on their website.  

 
5. Questions/Comments. 
 
Marg McNeil, along with Trevor Palmer and Vin West is a founder trustee for a disabled run 
charity based in Wales called, 'See Around Britain'. It's purpose is to help disabled people move 
safely out of lockdown by inviting citizens and venue owners to submit photographs and videos 
that will help give confidence and reassurance to people who need or wish to visit. Marg sought 
the Chair's approval to provide more information at the next meeting. The Chair agreed. 
 
Margaret Buchanan reported that Welsh Government has not addressed deafblind people. They 
have not received any guidance or instructions during the pandemic. Margaret suggested that 
anyone registered deafblind should automatically receive a shielding letter to ensure they are 
kept updated. Welsh Government has not enacted on the Rare Disease Act and people have been 
ignored. 
 
The Chair informed members of the Which? report that found in the UK two in five (40%) 
situationally vulnerable people - those not at clinically increased risk from coronavirus but still 
requiring help accessing food because they are visually impaired or have learning difficulties - 
reported having difficulties accessing essentials. In Wales, the number rose to nearly half. The 
report will be shared with the group. 
 
Angharad Jones asked why measures were not put in place sooner. 
 
Zoe Richards informed the group that a report will be produced based on the comments and 
questions received. 
  
The Chair thanked everyone for attending and drew the meeting to a close. 
 
6. Date of next meeting. 



 
The next meeting will take place in a month's time. Date and time to be confirmed.  
 
7. Actions. 
 

• Key points from the meeting to be highlighted in a report to the Deputy Minister. 

• Include a presentation from See Around Britain at the next meeting. 

• Share the Which? report with members. 


